Adam Williams
Deputy President, British Airways Virtual
awilliams@bavaif.com
Sunday 17th November 2019
Dear BAVA Pilots, Staff Members, and the wider Infinite Flight Community.
I am writing to you all to announce my resignation from my role as ‘Deputy President’ here
at British Airways Virtual Airline, fully effective from 23:59 UTC on Tuesday 31st December
2019. Serving in the staffing team for what will be one year and eight months at the time of
my leaving, has been a great honour and privilege that I most certainly won’t forget in a
hurry.
Joining British Airways Virtual Airline on 31st January 2018, I had absolutely no clue what
I’d be getting myself into. I joined the community forum earlier on in the month looking to
join the wonderful IFATC team, after only re-discovering Infinite Flight for the first time
since 2012 a little after global was released in late 2017. Right from the start of joining BAVA
it was made apparent to me the great community that existed within it - with everyone’s
flurry of welcomes as I joined, and all the staff and pilot’s exceptional attitudes and
supportive nature.
Throughout my tenure as a pilot, and through my year and eight months of being a part of
the British Airways Virtual Airline staffing team, I’ve made so many memories, made many
new friends, and had some fun along the way too. I’ve enjoyed fulfilling all of my roles initially as a ‘MLT-Officer’, then ‘Flight Supervisor’, before being promoted to Deputy
President, focusing on managing Public Relations and Marketing, in mid-October 2018.
Meeting so many fantastic people - such as Matt (our former President), Ben (our current
acting president), CJ (our president, currently on leave), and many other BAVA members
and staff members has led me to make many friendships which I am sure will endure long
into the future.
Other highlights of my time within BAVA include attending and organising many amazing
Infinite Flight events - such as our very own FNF this time last year, our three-year
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celebrations this year, and other events, launching our new website earlier this year, being
voted ‘Best Virtual Airline of 2018’ in the Infinite Flight Community Awards, and most
definitely the biggest highlight for me - meeting the community in person at the various
events I’ve attended as a member of the community and a BAVA representative.
We have already hosted an internal application process for my replacement - the
successful applicant of which will be announced in due course, and I look forward to
working alongside that person in the coming month and a half to ensure they’re fully ready
to take on the role.
The fact that such a supportive, friendly and (mainly) professional community exists never
ceases to amaze me - this doesn’t just go for this Virtual Airline - but for many other Virtual
Airlines and organisations too, and also the wider Infinite Flight Community as a whole.
Having a place to share common interests, fly together with others, and forge new
friendships is such a powerful tool which is quite often overlooked with other flight
simulators - but most certainly not this one. I am extremely appreciative of all the work
that goes into the Infinite Flight Community, and the management that it entails.
Alas, all good things have to come to an end, as someone once said. My life has continued
to get busier and busier, with my final year of A Levels in full swing, and offers to study at
various different universities already received, alongside new roles within the community
and other responsibilities and social occasions in the ‘real-world’. It would simply be unfair
on both myself and all of BAVA to continue in this role with the amount of time I can
dedicate to it being constantly reduced.
I believe that BAVA was, for me, a great catalyst to engage more with the Infinite Flight
Community - and look where that’s got me. Engaging with the wider aviation community
from my time helping exhibit Infinite Flight at Flight Sim Show 2019 at RAF Museum
Cosford earlier this year has really demonstrated to me how much this community means
to me - and it means a lot. Therefore, I'm looking forward to continuing to contribute to the
community in other ways - through my role as an IFATC Supervisor and Recruiter in a
hopefully now increased capacity, and through further community engagement on the
forum, and at various community meet-up events wherever possible.
I’d like to extend my utmost gratitude to all BAVA staff members, both past and present, for
the work they’ve put into the Virtual Airline - without them we’d quite simply be nowhere. I
also owe a huge debt of gratitude to all supporters of BAVA throughout my time here whether it be members of the VA, general Infinite Flight Community members, or of course
the wonderful Infinite Flight Staffing and Moderation teams. I am extremely proud of how
much BAVA has excelled in the past near-two years, and it couldn’t have been without you;
So, from the bottom of my heart, Thank you.
Yours forever faithfully,

Deputy President, British Airways Virtual Airline.
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